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About This Game

Hack-and-slash action with two stunning heroines, tight and stylish gameplay
— sounds like your cup of tea?

Then SMASHING THE BATTLE is for you!

In the year 2085, a huge multiplex construction site becomes a victim of a massive scale hacking incident.
Due to the hack, the construction robots starts to attack the workers on site. What could have possibly happened?

Now you can witness it yourself, with two unique characters to control and two stories to unfold!

 Features

two storylines
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The two heroines tell different narratives, so be sure to follow their destiny to the end.

two Distinct Playstyle

Each heroine features a unique gameplay, so the stories will unfold with refreshing, brand new challenges.

hack-and-slash / Shoot ‘em Up Hybrid

Some enemies can unleash devastating attack, filling the whole screen with explosives to dodge.
You must evade and squeeze between the shots to destroy the enemy!

fan-art From Various Artists

The fan-arts drawn by many talented artists during the production have been added to the game as bonus content. Enjoy
unlocking them by playing optional challenges!
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Title: SMASHING THE BATTLE
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
STUDIO HG
Publisher:
STUDIO HG
Release Date: 16 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTS 450

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese
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Why was this game so underrated? i mean there are a couple minor glitches..... but you still have hentai.... right?. Bad graphics,
bad/no Animations, several bugs including jumping on walls/lamposts and can't be medic, very basic, can't use my engineers
grenade launcher, friends list has upsidedown profile pics and says they are playing: anygame

+Basic=Fast Load, has potential, has trading cards. I still had fun playing it despite all the negatives.

Add features in the trailer/pictures such as more weapons, better animations, fix the bugs, make a way to get mote ammo, add
crates (as you have things mentioning them such as a picture of a chest and one of a key and maybe also an option to crouch and
engineery thing for the engineer.

:theredstar: :medicon:

. This was such an awesome game. Ever since it was announced around what, 2013? 2014? I've been really hyped for it, so I was
extremely excited when I saw it was finally released. Everything about it is great--the art and graphics, the gameplay, and the
story. It pulls off a very interesting narrative without writing a word. I also thought that the gameplay mechanics of the girl and
the robot working together to complete various puzzles to be very creative as well.

  It's great overall, but there are two minor glitches that I've noticed as I played the game (note that I am running the game on a
Mac).
- The textures of any character or object that has animations will be buggy. It's slightly hard to explain, but it's like the textures
will have little patches that flicker.
- When you're at the area where you can either walk up the stairs to retrieve the amulet or turn right into a winding stairway, if
you decide to walk on the stairway prior to obtaining the amulet and meeting the robot, you can walk a few steps on it and then
fall through the map. Walking on it as the robot while carrying the girl seems to be fine, though I have not tested it any other
way.

Also, I'm really hoping that an update that continues the story will be released soon. I'm sure it will be awhile yet, but still. Just
sayin'.. First and the best strategy game I`m ever play!. This is one of the best idle games I've played. It combines an idle game
with a legitimately good arcade space shooter. Highly recommended.. 10/10 would make it again with another cheap game =D
:3. This is freaking awesome. At half the normal price, totally worth it. Many of the negative reviews are quite old, and as far as
I can tell, the devs have addressed all the issues. In particular, I was afraid the tutorial would be incomplete, but it turned out to
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be perfectly adequate.

To be clear: this is not KSP. The launches are handled for you, you don't even need to understand orbital navigation because the
margins are very forgiving and you have an overly generous fuel supply. Docking the space station for repairs doesn't even
require synchronizing orbits, just have the correct altitude in the correct plane. Everything is super easy.

That means the game becomes more about asset management; you can only have 8 satellites, each satellite can only fit 2 (later 3)
out of 6 tools, and you need to ensure that no matter what mission the RNG throws at you, you'll have a satellite available with
the right tool, and a cheap path to your target.

A nice touch is that every time you complete a mission, you unlock an encyclopedia entry about something. This alone makes
the thing fun, though i was a bit disappointed that it seems to repeat after a while.

In practice, it is much about micromanaging energy and heat; heliosynchronous orbits let the satellite have power at all times,
while equatorial orbits make it cheap to refuel and repair. The tutorial won't tell you, but by combining rolling and solar panel
orientation, you can get 100% solar efficiency no matter where your target is located, as long as you are not eclipsed by Earth.
You need to manually control charging, to keep your batteries up without overheating, and you need to hibernate your satellite to
wash out heat between missions. For a couple of missions, the autopilot won't be precise enough (not sure if this is intended or a
bug), and you'll have to hand-adjust in realtime.

For such a simple (and a bit repetitive) formula, it is extremely addictive, and quite relaxing.

There are a couple of things that I would love to see improve:

- Fix the autopilot if it is a bug, or offer analog controls or more varied power modes between RCS and gyro. I found myself in
very unnerving situations where the autopilot would lock me in a biased direction, with the RCS so powerful that a single tap on
the key would send the aim past the target, but the gyros too weak to have any useful effect.

- The game tooltip hints that orbital plane changes are more efficient at periapsis. This is obviously wrong (changing direction is
easier at lower speeds, thus higher altitudes). I didn't check if the error is in the tooltip only, or in the game physics.

 - Space-based missions can almost always be completed instantly if you have enough satellites, while ground-based missions
require waiting. Managing rhe rythm can be tricky. I'd love to have a way to bind missions to satellites, or be able to create
timers or alarms so that my ground-mission satellite doesn't fly past the point of interest while i'm busy taking pictures with my
space-mission satellite. That could be an unlockable research, too.

 - More tools, more techs, more varied missions ! (gamma ray detector ? magnetometer ?). Super fun game, good upgrades with
good replay value.
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Really fun if you like building and testing little ships. Do not buy anything that this company produces. What a hot steaming bag
of garbage this game is, holy smokes! I honestly think I could make a better hockey game using a spreadsheet... It glitches, it
crashes, and there are features of the game that do not function at all. Literally the worst game play experience of my life, and
all I play are "boring" strategy games. The kicker is Steam wont refund my money either because it took me 4 hours to sift
through all the crashes and glitches before I realized that there was nothing left but a giant turd of a video game. Save your
money, and DO NOT BUY GAMES ON STEAM if you expect some level of buyer protection. Awful experience, I will see
you all over at GOG.com. Good old game. If you like a good puzzle game that will actually test your brain, then this is the game
for you. It is extremelly well presented, boasting fantatic visuals and is very easy to pick up. I highly reccomend it.. It's one of
the TRUE CLASSICS so even though it aged really bad (and by that I don't mean bad graphics and sound) I simply HAVE TO
recommend it to the new generations of gamers. Games such as Gold Rush! really put your mind to the test since you actually
have no idea what to do once you're in the game. There are no pointers, almost no hints and there are timed events that you are
not even aware of!

Play this game and have a taste of how games were back in the eighties!. A really Good Game and the Devs are Real Nice Guys
:) 10\/10
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